1996 chevy s10 headlights

The Chevy S uses a screw to adjust the headlights up and down. You will need to adjust your S
headlights whenever you replace the housing. Since headlight adjustment can affect your
nighttime visibility, the adjustment is not just for oncoming vehicles. This can be purchased
from most auto parts stores. Park the truck 15 feet away from a flat wall, with the headlights
facing the wall. Turn the adjustment screw clockwise or counterclockwise with a TORX
screwdriver or wrench until the headlight beam is angled toward the bottom of the wall. I am a
Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am
trained in the financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity
contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Park the truck 15 feet away from a flat
wall, with the headlights facing the wall. Step 2 Turn on the headlights. Step 3 Open the hood of
your Chevy S Step 4 Locate the vertical adjustment screw on the top of the headlight housing.
Haynes; Chevrolet S10 owners have reported 25 problems related to headlights under the
exterior lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. My complaint
does not concern my vehicle. It is the intensity of newer headlights and taillights on late model
vehicles. It is very difficult to drive with extremely bright lights shining from all directions.
Instead of lighting area the newer lights seem to be a focused beam that is blinding. See all
problems of the Chevrolet S On the chevy s the headlight wiring is not heavy enough to carry
enough current to the headlights making them dim and very poor visibility. Please recall and fix
to make better visibility. At first, when I turned on the igh beams, they would stay on for less
than a minute, then I would lose the dashboard lights and the daytime running lights would
come on. This situation is getting steadily worse. Now the low beams are exhibiting the same
problem. State law requires that the headlights be on when you use the windshield wipers.
Headlights turn off intermittently while driving. Lights remain off for a few seconds and then
come back on. The consumers vehicle is equipped with a 2 headlamp system. After aligning the
drivers side lower beam headlamp, the upper beam headlamp which does not contain a
separate aiming mechanism appears to be aimed lower than the lower beam. The consumer
states that this condition significantly limits the drivers visibility when using upper beam. The
consumer has taken the vehicle to the dealer and they stated that the headlamp was not
repairable. The dealer also demonstrated a similar anamoly in the drivers side headlamp on
another S10 that it had on the dealer lot. Headlights do not stay adjusted, causing impaired
vision. Dealer has repaired defect over six times but problem still exists. While driving, head
lights flickered on and off, and have gone completely out without coming back on. Dealer stated
it was normal and there was no fix. Consumer states the seat belt was jammed, and also the
passenger seat would not lock into place. But, Chevrolet and dealer indicated vehicle not
affected by recall. Consumer took car in for inspection. When driving home headlights went
completely out. Took to dealer, and they said it was a bad switch. The head lights were
inoperative due to flash board switch failure. Final diagnosis resulted in replacement of ground
relay module failure. While driving with the headlights on the headlights would periodically turn
off without prior warning. While headlights were off, running lights inside the vehicle were still
on. Dealer replaced light switch, but the problem still occurs. Defect allows poor or no visibility.
Cannot turn on manually using switch. Fuses ok. All other lighting systems working. Vehicle
just eclipsed factory warranty, so will be out of my pocket. Had no choice in buying this
automatic headlight system and now am stuck with costly repair. Daytime running lights do not
work. I've had it back to 2 different dealers twice and called Chevrolet in detroit twice. When I
brought it back they said. They said they could turn the daytime running lights on with the hand
held computer and they worked but the truck computer was programmed to turn them off. I ask
to simply reprogram the computer but they said they couldn't do that and that I should wait for a
repair notice from detroit. I'll be 55 yrs old in oct. And I'm afraid I don't have enough years left in
my lifetime to get that repair call from gm. I plan on living to be pretty old too! I have copies of
all the documentation from the dealers and the file from detroit. I think the daytime running
lights are important and should work. Gm doesn't really seem to give two hoots. The truck will
be out of warrenty pretty soon and then I'll really never be able to get it fixed. Thanks for
listening! I have been having this problem off and on for the last miles, the dealer claims not to
be able to locate anything wrong with the vehicle. Headlights briefly went out for no reason complete darkness - very dangerous could easily cause a crash - Chevrolet said it would cost
85 dollars to replace and that I would have to pay for it. Headlights and dash lights will turn on
and off intermittently, causing poor visibility. The head light switch has been replaced, and
problem has not reoccurred since. Headlight effectiveness is extremely poor on both high and
low beams. Checked voltage to lamps: solid Contacted dealer and reviewed problem w. Service
manager. Unable to recommend a solution and there is no factory recall on record. Replaced
both headlamps with napa after-market units at about 10, miles; this change resulting in minor
improvement, due mostly, I think, to wider beam spread, but over all performance is still the

worst I have ever had on a vehicle including my 6-volt Plymouth with no voltage regulator , and I
have owned a lot of old vehicles with marginal lights. While driving headlights will
spontaneously cut off and stay off fof a couple of seconds to a couple of minutes. When light
switch gets warm contact is open and lights fail until switch cools slighty. While driving the left
headlight goes out without warning. Sometimes it comes back on. Dealer fixed problem.
Headlights dim without warning. On 2 occasions the headlights dimmed and failed. This
reduces driver's visibility. As a result, the consumer drove off the road and went into a ditch.
Also, upon depressing accelerator pedal automatic transmission dropped into first gear
abruptly. While driving headlights flicker, less than a second. Then, they have gone completely
out. Dealer stated it was normal. Intermittently when decelerating headlights will flash on and
off. Dealer and manufacturer have been notified. I was trained by the wy state patrol, as a former
traffic counter. They advised at night when ever I running into wildlife on the road, shut off
headlights, put car in n, let off the gas and hold vehicle steady while coast through the wildlife.
By shutting the headlights off, wildlife [deer, antelope, elk, moose, etc]. With continus daytime
headlights, there have been five occassions, at miles per hour, I have had to tip my S10 pickup,
onto 2 wheels and weave my way through or more mule tale deer on highway 85, north of lingle,
near my ranch. Sometimes on black ice. Do I have to file a class action law suite to have these
damn daytime running lights discontinued? Car Problems. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet
S10 1. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 2. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 3.
Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 4. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 5.
Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 6. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 7.
Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 8. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 9.
Headlights problem of the Chevrolet S10 Problem Category Number of Problems Headlights
problems Exterior Lighting problems. Headlight Switch problems. Brake Light problems. Turn
Signal Switch problems. Back Up Lights problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light problems.
Tail Light problems. Turn Signal Flasher Unit problems. My head lights stopped working. The
lights used to work but they would cut out and I would hear a clicking noise coming from the
glove box area. I checked out the contents of the glove box area and found a relay access panel.
I replaced the relay but my lights have not turned back on. Does any one have any ideas? Do
you. Could be a bad switch or relay. Was this answer. In my glove box, there are 3 relays, they
are not marked. Which one is the headlamp relay? None of em, in that location are the starter,
fuel pump and DRL relays, headlights dont use one, it's fused in the power distribution center
lower left side of the dash. Electrical problem Chevy S 6 cyl Two Wheel Drive Manual Can you
explain to me which of the three relays in the glovebox is the headlight relay swith. My lights
blink on and off when they are turned on highbeam. There is a clicking noise from the glove
box. When they are left on low beam they are alright. I need to replace this relay but don't know
which of the three is for the headlight. Can you let me know what the three are for and which
one is which? Hi: I can't seem to find the relay block info for your vehicle. If you have a
passanger, or with the car stopped turn the lights on and allow the problem to occurr, you
should be able to feel the click with your hand. If this doesn't work, let me know and I'll ask
some of the other techs if they can help. Driving down the road and healights and engine quit.
Now engine turns over but will not start, and headlights wont turn on. Any Ideas on where to
start? Sounds like you may have lost a fusiblelink at thestarter. You will ned a test light to check
them. They look like wire, but are designed to burn through like a fuse. They are at the starter,
off the main power lug. Check those and get back to me Was this answer. Hey I have a Chevy
S10 pickup 4. After awhile of driving at night my headlights will start clicking on and off to my
DTR lights. The clicking noise is coming form within the glove compartment where the relays
are so I replaced the headlight relay but that didn't fix the problem. I have also been searching
for corroded wires and ground but I havn't had any luck yet. I was also thinking it could be the
circuit breaker for the headlights, and I was just wondering where the location for that circuit
breaker is or if that could even be the problem? Thanks Was this answer. Replace your
headlight switch! I had the same identical problem and the switch replacement cured it. It's not
too hard to replace the switch, just remove the two screws ay the top of the instrument cluster
the rest of the plastic is held in by push clips and carefully pull on the decorative plastic that
holds the light switch and the perimeter that continues around the dash. When you proceed to
pull the switch out of it's mount, be very, very careful not to break the plastic clips that hold it
in. Look at everything very carefully and have patience. My headlights stopped working just all
of a sudden. The day time running lights work just fine. I have checked the fuse and it seems
fine. Do you have any idea what might be causing this? Check and see if there is voltage at the
head lights. You may have a bad head light switch Was this answer. My dash lights as well as
my head lights dim in and out constantly when the engine is started. Now the red battery
symbol is flashing sometimes. What does all this mean and what should I do? I've noticed this

problem for the past several months. Check battery for loose connections, and corrosion. Also,
have it tested. If it tests good, then verify that your alternator is putting out around My
headlights don't work with the switch in day time. They do work automatic. And if I pull it in my
garage the headlights will work with switch but nothing else. Not parking lights no dash no
rears. Only headlights. But they all work automatic when it gets dark! Help please it's so
annoying Was this answer. You have an illumination fuse, should be interior fuse box. Turn on
headlamp switch, check fuse, also check fuse circuit for voltage, use a test lite. The diagram is
for instrument illumination. Image Click to enlarge. I dnt have a test light. And where would I
check it? Check for voltage at the fuse in the diagram, go from there. A test light is a basic
automotive diagnostic tool, doesn't cost much. If your going to work on your own vehicle, you
need some of the basic tools. I can only recommend what to check, you have to do the testing.
Hi, My problem is with my headlights. I went to turn them on tonight, and they did not work. I do
not have the blue high beam indicator on the instrument cluster. This same problem happened
to me two weeks ago. I ended up replacing the multi-function switch, only to find the high beam
bulb in the driver headlight blew. I thought the switch replacement solved the problem, as the
headlights worked both low beams, one high beam but apparently it didnt. My mother and
stepfather seem to think its the radio or a wiring problem behind it. I think it may be the steering
column, but right now I'm all out of ideas and tired of going behind the dash of this truck! Did
you check the old multifunction switch for blackened terminals or other signs of overheating? If
two terminals were overheated they will lose their tension and not make good contact with the
terminals on a new switch. That will cause a high-resistance connection, heat build-up, and the
same failure. You'll also see part of the connector body melted, and those wires will be hard for
about the first four inches. The proper repair is to cut out the two overheated terminals, cut off
the hardened parts of the wires, splice in new wire of the same gauge, heat-shrink the splices,
never use electrical tape , solder on two new terminals, and plug them in individually. Also look
for the same signs of overheating on the headlight switch. I believe I have found my problem:
my headlight switch is corroded, and the wires have a burnt terminal where the red wire is
soldered to the harness. I will be purchasing the necessary parts ASAP and rewiring them.
Thank you for your help. Please login or register to post a reply. Headlight Problem Headlights
Stopped Working. Doesn't Work Auto Or Manually. Asked by Joey. Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! According to Auto Channel, pickup trucks are perennially the best selling
automobiles with Chevy often near the top of the list. If you still have a model year extended cab
Chevy pickup you most likely know why: durability, dependability and cost. Over time, the
truck's headlights can become loose in the assembly box causing the beams to become off
center. Fixing this problem only takes about 10 minutes. Park the truck just a foot from a wall or
garage door. Turn the lights on and mark the horizontal line with some masking tape. Mark from
the center of the driver's side across to the center of the passenger's side. Then mark the
verticals of each light with a small vertical strip of tape. Move your Chevy about twenty feet
back in front of the garage door, wall or other large flat area. Turn on the lights so they shine on
the wall. It is best to do this with low sunlight, either a cloudy day or at nightfall so that the
beams show up clearly against the wall. Pop the hood and go to the rear of the driver's side
headlight assembly. At the top center of the assembly box is a Phillips head screw. This
controls the vertical angle of the headlight beam. Use a screwdriver to adjust the beam so that it
is straight against the wall in front of the truck. Locate the horizontal control screw on the left
side of the headlight assembly. As with the vertical screw, adjust the screw until the light beam
is straight. Go to the passenger side headlight and repeat the above process with the vertical
and horizontal adjusting screws. Steve Bradley is an educator and writer with more than 12
years of experience in both fields. He maintains a career as an English teacher, also owning and
operating a resume-writing business. Bradley has experience in retail, fashion, marketing,
management and fitness. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in English and classics. Step 1 Park the
truck just a foot from a wall or garage door. Step 2 Move your Chevy about twenty feet back in
front of the garage door, wall or other large flat area. Step 3 Pop the hood and go to the rear of
the driver's side headlight assembly. Step 4 Locate the horizontal control screw on the left side
of the headlight assembly. References AutoMedia: Aiming Headlights. Check the headlights on
your Chevy Extended Cab pickup truck every 6 months to ensure that the lights are operational
and that they are aligned. Always engage the parking break before working on an automobile.
Featuring a bright white light using blue cap bulb and blue glass coating, Philips CrystalVision
ultra headlight bulb is an excellent style upgrade to your ride while maintaining safety on the
road. It matches the style o Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement
parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Refine by:. Headlight Bulb part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Light Source. Bulb Type.

Recommended Use. Beam Color. Shop Chevrolet S10 Headlight Bulb. Showing 1 - 12 of 12
results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : 3. Page 1
of 1 Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured
from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your
rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement produ
2013 ford fusion owners manual pdf
1999 e320
2012 sonata headlight bulb
ct for your damaged or aged factory part. Established in , ACDelco manufactures origin Nov 06,
Easy to install and fast shipping. Couldn't have had a better experience. Michael Cavalli.
Purchased on Nov 06, Jul 30, Great Customer Service. It was the wrong bulb for my car even
though the website said it was the correct one. When I called Auto Parts Warehouse there
customer service was wonderful and they gave me a refund. That is the only reason I didn't give
a 4 star rating. Purchased on Jul 30, Jul 03, Exactly what I needed. Easy to navigate the website,
place my order and the part arrived sooner than expected. Great overall experience. Purchased
on Dec 13, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If
your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing
Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

